CAE Research Project Meeting Minutes

5/25/2022

- Participants
  - Dr. Waleed Farag (PI)
  - Dr. Soundararajan Ezekiel (Co-PI)
  - Dr. Xinwen Wu
  - Alicia Deak
  - Emily Himes
  - Zaryn Good
  - Kamir Walton
  - Nathan Metzger (joined later)

- Meeting started at 12:00 pm.
- Unanimously approved minutes for meeting on May 17th, 2022
- Main Points
  - Components should be tested soon
  - Cannot test anything without interface through Raspberry Pi
  - Awaiting response from Nathan confirming arrival of components, testing
  - Discussed:
    - Alecia
      - Will send updated work
      - Sent Dr. Wu’s Franklin’s work, still need more details
      - Update on Maria’s work: almost done with her work
      - Zaryn’s part should be completed
    - Zaryn
      - Will be able to continue
      - Was updated by Kamir about 2nd phases
      - Will provide logistical support remotely
    - Kamir
      - Reached out to Nate, hasn’t gotten back personally
      - Today was last meeting, will no longer be available after June 1st
    - Dr. Ezekiel
      - Discussed need to update Excell sheet of parts on Dropbox; will try contacting Nathan
      - Suggests checking how much memory’s needed, can update afterwards
    - Emily
      - Will be joining Nate in second phase
    - Gencyber:
      - 5 students confirmed for participation
        - Awaiting confirmation from AB, Clara, and Jara
        - Will be recruiting more students if possible, want at least 10
    - Nathan
• Packages have been opened, yet to input into inventory

0 Tasks:

- Dr. Ezekiel
  - Will email chairperson about Nate and Emily’s access to building
  - Will email Jino about meeting for testbed development
- Franklin, Maria, Alecia
  - Completing papers
- Nathan
  - Update if missing components, must alert company of missing packages ASAP
  - Receive Raspberry Pi from Dr. Farag
  - Confirm whether or not Raspberry Pi can be updated

• Adjournment at 12:30 pm (initial meeting), 12:50 (Meeting with Nate).
• Next meeting will be held on Monday, June 6th at 12:00 pm.